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When Zuri heard Stefanie sun mentioning charlie, his eyes lit up immediately,
and he blurted out: “Yes, yes! Bring your charlie, if the Fei family dares to bully
you, let your charlie beat them up! “

Stefanie sun said embarrassedly, “Can you be a little more ladylike…”

Zuri pouted and said, “I’m usually very ladylike, but it’s better not to mess with
me, I don’t care about whether it’s a lady or not, If your charlie can kick that yogi
to the ground, Zuri will definitely go up to make up for his black feet!”

Stefanie sun shook her head helplessly: “I really can’t do anything to you.”

After that, she After looking at the time, he said, “Let’s go to the dance center
to rehearse first.”

Zuri hurriedly asked, “What should the Fei family do? If it can’t be done, the
performance will definitely be cancelled…”

“It’s okay.” Stefanie sun said He waved his hands: “The purpose of the Fei
family is to see me, not to spoil the show. They should call you soon.”

Stefanie sun was right.

Before she could leave the hotel, Zuri received a call from yogi.
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On the phone, yogi asked with a smile: “I said earlier that I wanted to invite
Miss sun to dinner, do you have time to see Miss sun?”

Zuri opened the car door and sat in the co-pilot, and said angrily, “Mr. Fei, You
are also a famous No. 1 figure in New York, it is a little inappropriate to target
Stefanie sun in such a small way?”

yogi pretended to be stupid: “Oh, Miss zuri, what are you talking about? I
appreciate it very much, how could it be possible to use any small tricks to Miss
sun?”

Zuri didn’t bother to talk nonsense with him, and asked bluntly: “If you are a
man, tell me the truth, did you buy the venue for our performance? down?”

“Yeah.” yogi admitted without hesitation: “The venue was indeed bought by a
company under our company, and to be honest, the venue was last renovated a
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year ago, and in our opinion, it is somewhat inconsistent. It’s out of date, so we
plan to invest a lot of money to upgrade it in all directions.”

“Ms. sun is an international star after all, and we definitely can’t let her suffer a
little bit of grievance!”

“So please rest assured. , once the construction of our venue is completed, I
will ask Miss sun to come to the concert as soon as possible, and I promise you
that we will never charge a penny for the venue at that time.”

Zuri gritted his teeth angrily and suppressed his anger. He asked, “Mr. Fei, let’s
just open the skylight and say something bright, and you can tell me how we can
ensure that our performance will be held as scheduled.”

yogi smiled and said, “It is not impossible to hold it as scheduled, but we have
already invested in it. A lot of manpower and material resources are ready to be
upgraded, and many performances have been postponed, and we have also paid a
lot of liquidated damages. If Miss sun really wants to perform as scheduled, she
might as well take some time to have a meal together and sit down and have a
good chat.”

Zuri said coldly, “I can’t be the master of this. I want to ask Miss sun for
instructions and reply to you later.”

“Okay.” yogi said, “Then I’ll wait for the good news.”

Zuri hung up the phone , then asked Stefanie sun: “Stefanie , what do you say?
Should I promise him or not?”

Stefanie sun said, ” charlie will come to New York in a while, let’s go to the
rehearsal first, and I will call charlie at noon and ask him.”
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…

At nine o’clock in the morning, charlie took a helicopter and arrived in Long
Beach, New York.

The plane flew directly to the luxury villa rented by Abbas, and Abbas, Hanzo
Hattori, and a father and son came out to greet him.

When Hattori Hanzo saw charlie, he was very nervous, and he quickly stepped
forward and bowed and said, “Master wade…Next is Hattori Hanzo, the head of



the generation of Iga ninjas. I didn’t know you were in New York before, how
many collisions there are, please also ask Your apologies!”

charlie nodded and said lightly: “For the sake of you and Miss Ito who once
went to Yeling Mountain to help me, I will let go of what happened before, but
from now on, you Iga ninjas, everything Be absolutely obedient to my orders, I
will find you a good home in the United States, and you should not have any
thoughts of going back to Japan.”

“Yes, yes…” Hattori Hanzo nodded reverently and recorded it. Duan confessed
to the video of his terrorist attack, and he already understood that Japan was
basically impossible to go back to. Except for following charlie with
determination, he didn’t know what other way out for Iga Ninja.

After all, in another manor only a few hundred meters away from this villa, the
entire Fei family is racking their brains to find the whereabouts of Iga Ninjas, but
they never dreamed that Iga Ninjas would dare to travel all the way from Japan
Dry right under your eyelids.

charlie was very satisfied with Hattori Hanzo’s attitude, nodded, and said to
Abbas: “abbas, how are those two guys?”

Abbas said: “Mr. wade, those two guys are hanging in the basement. It ‘s been a
night.”
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charlie nodded and said lightly, “Go, let’s have a look.” When the

four came to the basement, Jamura and Qiao Feiyun were almost exhausted,
and the two of them had been hanging in the air, and they had not eaten.
Drinking, his physical strength, stamina and energy have been exhausted long
ago, especially Jamura, because he came early and hung for a long time, his
wrists have been dislocated, and the pain is piercing.

Seeing charlie coming, the two of them were trembling with fright. Jamura
knew that charlie could not let him go, but he still cried and said, “Mr. wade… I
beg you to be merciful and let me go, no matter howmuch you want. I will let my
family give you the money…”

charlie waved his hand: “Okay, Jamura, I don’t need to say anything like this,
save yourself some energy.”

Jamura was still crying. I begged: “Mr. wade… I beg you… How much can you
tell me… The Fei family will definitely satisfy you!”

charlie said coldly: “Jamura, from now on, if I hear another word of begging
from your mouth, I will let someone unload a part of your body, until I unload you
into a person who is only driven away and your head is left. Let’s stop!”

Jamura was so frightened that he could only keep his mouth shut.
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charlie looked at Qiao Feiyun next to him again, and asked coldly, “You are
Qiao Feiyun, right? Did you know I’ve been looking for you for a long time?”

Qiao Feiyun shivered in fright and asked nervously: “You…you Who is it… I
don’t seem to have offended you…”

charlie said with a smile: “You may not have offended me, but I have offended
you.”

Qiao Feiyun asked with confusion: “I’m sorry… I… I didn’t understand…”

charlie looked at him and smiled slightly: “Your brother Qiao Feiyu, I killed it!”

Hearing this, Qiao Feiyun’s expression was horrified!

He knew that what he was most afraid of had happened!
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Qiao Feiyun was afraid that he would end up like his younger brother, so he fled
to New York and hid in the Fei family.

But he never dreamed that even if he hid in Fei’s house, he would not be able
to escape the mastermind behind the scenes.

The person who kidnapped Jamura and the person who killed his younger
brother turned out to be the same…

Thinking of his younger brother’s death, he was terrified and asked charlie
subconsciously, “What grudges do my brother and I have with you? You Why do
you do this to us?”

charlie sneered: “You really don’t have any self-knowledge, I ask you, do you
know what is the relationship between Lisa and me?”

When Qiao Feiyun heard the three words Lisa, he was so frightened that he lost
his mind. , even Jamura, who was beside him, was trembling with fright.

How could Qiao Feiyun not know about Lisa…

his younger brother had an accident when he went to pick up Lisa at sea.

And Lisa was also the girl Jamura had previously indicated he wanted.
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As soon as he heard that charlie had a relationship with Lisa, Qiao Feiyun knew
that he was really dead this time.

And Jamura was even more frightened.

He never dreamed that the two girls he wanted were related to charlie!

Wouldn’t it be possible to die twice to satisfy charlie?

At this time, charlie looked at Qiao Feiyun and said coldly: “I believe that with
your style of behavior, you must have kept a lot of relevant information about
Jamura and other customers. If you can take the initiative to master your
knowledge Give me all the information, and I can give you a pleasure, otherwise, I
will let you experience, what is better than death.”

Qiao Feiyun shuddered and blurted out: “You must want those materials to pay
the family. If you promise to spare my life, I will give you all the information!
Otherwise, even if I die, I will not let you get your wish!”

charlie hummed and said: “You are in my hands, and you will live or die. It’s up
to you to say.”

After that, he looked at Abbas and said, “Abbas, bring the drugs you used to
torture yourself before!”

Abbas nodded immediately and said, “Okay, Mr. wade!”

After that, he turned and walked out of the room. , and a moment later walked
back with a syringe in hand.

charlie glanced at the syringe and said to Abbas, “Come and introduce them to
the two of them.”

“Subordinates obey!” Abbas immediately raised the syringe in his hand and said
coldly, “Here Once injected into your body, your pain sensation will be magnified
by more than a hundred times. At that time, you will have to suffer enormous
pain even for breathing and heartbeat. Even if you just stab you a few times with
a needle, it will make you It hurts to death.”

Having said that, Abbas said again: “But don’t worry, this thing only works on
the nervous system, so even if you feel like you are about to die of pain, it will
not be life-threatening, so you have time. Come and experience this
extraordinary and wonderful feeling slowly!”

After hearing this, the two of them almost collapsed in fright.

charlie pointed directly at Qiao Feiyun, and said to Abbas, “Give him a shot
first!”
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Abbas immediately stepped forward when he heard the order, and directly
plunged the needle of the syringe into Qiao Feiyun’s thigh.

Qiao Feiyun only felt an unprecedented sharp pain hit quickly, and then, the
pain began to spread from the leg to the whole body!

Soon, he felt that his hanging wrist became extremely painful, the feeling was
like putting both hands under the wheels of a train and repeatedly crushing it, it
was extremely painful.

And his already hungry stomach, because of the drug, was so painful that he
almost fainted in an instant.

Every pain he has endured has far exceeded the greatest pain that ordinary
people can touch.

If a woman gives birth to a child with grade 10 pain, then he now feels at least
grade 100!

The severe pain caused his whole body to burst with blue veins, and the whole
person screamed again and again, and he was suffering from hell.

He almost collapsed and begged loudly: “Mr. wade…I…I hurt so much…I really
hurt so much…Please kill me, I really can’t take it anymore!”
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charlie looked at himWith an extremely painful appearance, without the
slightest sympathy in his heart, he said coldly, “When begging me, you might as
well think about how many innocent girls have said the same thing to you. Have
you ever let them go?”

Qiao Feiyun cried He shouted: “I… I really know I’m wrong…Mr. wade… Please
give me a good time…”

“Want to be happy?” charlie sneered and said, “Unless you take out all the
information you keep , otherwise, I will keep your dog’s life and let you try this
feeling once a day.”

After that, charlie looked at Kazuo Hattori and said coldly, “Kazuo Hattori, take
out your leash and let the Fight with the strength of your milk!”

Hattori, who dared to be disobedient at all, immediately pulled the belt off,
rushed in front of Qiao Feiyun, and waved the belt like a madman.



Qiao Feiyun was originally wearing only one pair of shorts, and the rest of the
place was naked, and was immediately ripped apart by a man from Hattori.

And every time Hattori Kazuo beat, for him, it was equivalent to repeatedly
slitting his flesh, and the pain swept through the whole body like an explosion, as
if every cell was suffering extreme pain.

A couple of men from Hattori took off the belt, and Qiao Feiyun was already in
pain as if the sky was about to explode.

His whole body has become blurred, but the pain has not weakened in the
slightest, and it is still destroying his nerves and will.
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At this time, charlie said again: “Abbas, let someone prepare a pot of hot water,
I want him to try, can he find the feeling of being thrown into the molten iron!”

Abbas said without hesitation: ” Alright, Mr. wade, this subordinate will make
arrangements!”

Qiao Feiyun cried when he heard this, “Mr. wade… I will give it to you! I am
willing to give you all the evidence… Please don’t torture me any
more……please…”

charlie sneered: “Qiao Feiyun, it’s too late to beg for mercy now, I gave you a
chance, but you are really useless!” After

that, he added: “I heard that this medicine lasts at least two hours. The efficacy
of the medicine, you first take advantage of the two hours, enjoy it, and let’s talk
about the rest when you are finished enjoying it.”

Qiao Feiyun regretted his bowels at this moment.

He really didn’t expect that charlie was more devil than himself.

At this time, Abbas’s men came in with a pot of hot water.

The hot water is still steaming at this time, and the temperature will not be low
at first glance.

charlie knew that even though Qiao Feiyun wouldn’t be scalded to death when
this pot of hot water went down, he would still be severely scalded.

Originally, the pain of the burn was extremely intense. If the drug was added, I
was afraid that it would hurt him to the point of death.

However, charlie didn’t care.
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If I really killed him, even if I feed him a rejuvenation pill, I will save him and
continue to let him experience the ultimate pain!

Otherwise, I’m sorry for the innocent girls killed by these scumbags!

So, he took the pot of hot water directly from the hands of the soldiers in
Wanlong Palace, and then without any hesitation, poured the whole pot on Qiao
Feiyun.

At this moment, the pain and mourning resounded like hell, and Qiao Feiyun
seemed to be hanging in the air by a living pig, struggling desperately…

charlie suddenly remembered something, pointed to Jamura on the side, and
said coldly: ” give Young Master Fei an injection quickly, you can’t let him watch it!
You see Young Master Fei is sweating!”

Jamura collapsed and cried, “Mr. wade, I am scared. Sweat… it’s scary!”

charlie said to Abbas: “Don’t care how he sweats, give him a shot to refresh
himself first!”

Abbas said immediately, “Okay, Mr. wade!”

charlie asked again: “By the way, Abbas, in your Wanlong Palace, are there any
men of the same gender and men who love men?”

Abbas nodded awkwardly: “Mr. Wade, there must be some… This situation is
indeed more common now.”

charlie asked again: “Are there any here?”

Abbas nodded and said, “It should be.”

charlie waved his hand: “Then why don’t you make arrangements for the two
distinguished guests? superior?!”

The Amazing Son In Law Chapter 4479 ( The
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charlie’s words completely scared Qiao Feiyun and Jamura.

The two were crying and begging for mercy almost at the same time, but
charlie turned a deaf ear to their begging for mercy.



Qiao Feiyun collapsed in fright. After all, his perception of pain was magnified a
hundred times. He couldn’t imagine the pain he would suffer if he was arranged,
so he blurted out, “Why are you doing this to us? Even if we break the law, we
have to hand it over to the law for trial! According to American law, at most we
are imprisoned for life and never be granted parole. Why do you treat us so
inhumanly!!”

“Inhumane?” charlie asked curiously Said: “What? When you tortured and killed
those innocent girls, why didn’t you talk to them about humanism? Now it’s your
turn to be unlucky, and you started talking to me about humanism again? What?
Humanity was created by your family? Qiao Feiyun cried and said, “

Murdering those girls, I really didn’t do it… I’m only responsible for arranging
people for them. Jamura and the others did the killing! Not only Jamura! Just like
him!” There are at least dozens of perverts! If you can let me go, I will confess all
of them to atone for their crimes!”

charlie raised his eyebrows: “Why? You didn’t kill people, so you are not guilty.
Do you think that you are innocent when you hand over people to them? Well,
according to your reasoning, I didn’t touch you or beat you anyway, and the
special projects that will be arranged for you will also have special people coming.
Serving you, since that’s the case, why do you still say that I am inhumane?
According to what you said, I am so f*cking innocent, what have I done, and you
are accusing me of being inhumane?”

Qiao Feiyun knew that he was full of evil and deserved it. At this time, it was
impossible to ask charlie’s forgiveness, so he could only cry and say, “I beg you, I
am willing to give you all the information, including the information of every
client, every girl who was killed. Documents, as well as various secretly filmed
videos, as long as you let me go, I will give them all to you…”

charlie asked coldly, “Why didn’t you tell me when I asked you just now? You
want those materials, why don’t you give them? Didn’t you say that you would
rather die than take out those materials? Then I will let you try, what is life better
than death!”

After that, charlie added: “Trust me Qiao Feiyun, you will give me the
information sooner or later.”
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Jamura could not wait to tear Qiao Feiyun alive, and roared angrily: “Qiao
Feiyun, You f*cking bastard! You even secretly filmed My’s video! How the hell
did you promise to Lme?”

Qiao Feiyun had long since collapsed due to the severe pain, and roared like
crazy: “Of course I have to leave evidence. Otherwise, if an incident happens one
day, you bastards will leave the blame to me alone, what the f*ck am I going to
do?!”

charlie saw that the two started to bite the dog again, and said in disgust, “You
two remember Stay, those who humiliate people, people will always humiliate
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them; those who abuse people, people will always abuse them! This is the way
God knows good and evil, and the way of heaven is good for reincarnation!” After

saying that, he turned his head and said to Abbas: “Abbas , you can arrange the
rest, and I’ll talk to them again in two hours!”

Abbas nodded immediately and said, “Okay, Mr. Wade, let’s make
arrangements!”

charlie didn’t speak any more, and walked out of the basement.

…

two hours later.

When charlie returned to the basement, both Qiao Feiyun and Jamura had
become a walking dead.

The huge pain and humiliation have completely disintegrated the will of the
two.

At this time, both of them were deeply regretful in their hearts.

At this moment, they really began to feel remorse for what they had done
before.

Ordinarily, even if they were sentenced to life in prison, they would not really
regret it.

Only by letting them experience the pain they have inflicted on innocent
others can they truly realize what kind of beasts they are.

Seeing charlie stepping forward, Qiao Feiyun, who had completely calmed
down, burst into tears.

The Amazing Son In Law Chapter 4480 ( The
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He struggled to crawl towards charlie, but his body had already lost any
strength after the severe pain, and he could only wriggle on the floor like a
maggot, wailing in his mouth: “Mr. Wade… I said everything… everything Tell
you, please give me a treat…”

charlie asked him: “What? Now I know I’m wrong?”



“I know…I know…” Qiao Feiyun cried and said, “I’m guilty, I’m damn… I’m really
sorry for all the innocent girls who have been killed by me… I don’t want
anything, I just want you to give me a chance to pay for their lives…” The

past two hours, for Qiao Feiyun, is more than purgatory on earth , but also a
thousand times more terrifying.

At this time, when he thought that he might endure such extreme torture in
the future, he had already given up his desire to survive in the depths of his
heart.

Right now, he just wants to die as quickly as possible, the more happy the
death, the better.

Seeing that this person was as humble as a maggot, charlie couldn’t show any
pity for him.

charlie has never been a virgin. In his opinion, if a person makes a mistake, he
must pay the corresponding price for the mistake. This is the real fairness and
justice.

How can we not let such people fall into despair completely, how can we be
worthy of those innocent girls who are tortured to despair by them?
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At this time, charlie looked at Qiao Feiyun coldly, and said lightly: “I can give
you the opportunity, but only once, you must hand over all the evidence you have
to me, and you must not hide anything, as long as you cooperate honestly, From
now on, until the day you die, I will give you the last humane treatment.”

Qiao Feiyun nodded quickly and said: “I say! I say everything! I have a website
registered in Brazil, and it is in Brazil has set up a server, and I store all the
information on that server.”

charlie frowned and asked, “Aren’t you afraid of being attacked by hackers
when you upload such confidential information to the website?”

Qiao Feiyun hurriedly said: “That website, on the surface, is a charity
website…and there is not much traffic…the monthly natural donations are less
than a thousand dollars, it looks very normal, and it is inconspicuous at all,
hackers are not at all. I will attack such a website, and I have built a strong
firewall, and it is impossible for ordinary hackers to hack in…”

After speaking, Qiao Feiyun added: “This website can only be accessed after
entering a specific management password. I will enter a specific management
background, and those materials will be stored in a specific management
background, this account password, only I have mastered…”

charlie nodded and said to Abbas: “Abbas, that paper Give him a pen and ask
him to write down the website address, account password and password!”
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Soon, Qiao Feiyun revealed all the information on the website.

charlie and Abbas came to the monitoring room and used the computer here to
access this website.

As Qiao Feiyun said, this website looks like a small platform for donations for
the disabled in Brazil.

However, as Abbas entered Qiao Feiyun’s account password, the entire website
immediately changed to an interface.

Inside, according to different names, a large number of video files are stored.

Abbas opened one of them at random, and within ten seconds of watching the
video, both he and charlie were so angry that blue veins burst out!

Abbas trembled constantly, and said with incomparable resentment, “Mr.
Wade… These scumbags should be broken into ten thousand pieces!”
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